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A Class of Multivariate Symmetric Stable Distributions 
BASIL M. DE SILVA 
Department of Mathematics, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria, Australia 3168 
Communicated by E. Luhacs 
Multivariate symmetric stable characteristic functions and their properties, 
as well as conditions for independence and an analogue of the correlation 
coefficient in bivariate symmetric stable distributions, are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper characteristic functions (c.f.) of symmetric stable distributions 
(s.s.d.) in p-dimensional Euclidean space R9 , p > 2, are considered. Press [9] 
gave an explicit algebraic representation of the c.f.‘s of multivariate stable distri- 
butions. He gave also as association paramater p for a bivariate s.s.d. When the 
random variables in the bivariate distribution are independent then p = 0, but 
the converse is not true. Paulauskas [8] proves that there are s.s.d.‘s in R, with 
c.f.s. which cannot be expressed in the form given by Press [9]. Here I prove 
that the c.f. given by Press [9] is a special case of the class which I consider. 
Also, an analogue of the correlation coefficient is given which is zero if and only 
if the random variables are independent. This form of an analogue of the correla- 
tion coefficient was first suggested by Griffiths [5], where bivariate infinity 
divisible distributions with a random element in common are studied. 
2. MULTIVARIATE SYMMETRIC STABLE DISTRIBUTIONS 
2.1. DeJinitions 
A distribution function F(y) is said to be univariate stable if for any positive 
constants b, , b, and real constants c, , 2 c there exist a positive constant b and a 
real constant c such that for every y, -co < y < 00 
F(T) *q-y, =F(T), 
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where * denotes the convolution operator. Similarly, for a multivariate stable 
distribution function F(y), f or every pair of positive scalar constants 6, , 6, and 
real vector constants cr , c2 , there exist a positive scalar constant b and a real 
vector c, such that for every vector y = (yJDxl , -CO < yj < 00 
F(yq*F(y-) d(V). 
1 
It has been shown by Press [9, p. 4451 that the distributions satisfying the above 
equation which are symmetric about a point a in p-space have a multivariate 
log c.f. of the form 
log&(t) = iaTt - (tTt)B’2g [+] (2.1) 
where g(.) denotes a positive function of t/(tTt)l12 and p is any real p-vector, 
0</3<2. 
For univariate stable distributions this reduces to 
log VW = i sot - go I t Is, W-9 
where go > 0, - 00 < a, < CO and 0 < /3 < 2. Here a0 is the location parameter, 
go is the scalar parameter, and /I is called the characteristic exponent. 
2.2. A Class of Multivariate Symmetric Stable c. f. 
Suppose Y is a symmetric stable random variable (s.s.r.v.) and has a c.f. 
&(t) = exp{--6 / t Is>, b > 0, 0 < /3 6 2, then there is a representation 
y zzz XZl/a (2.3) 
where X and Z are independent, X has a c.f. exp{--( t Ia), and 2 is a positive 
random variable with Laplace transform exp{-W/a}, 0 < /3 < (Y < 2. (See 
Feller [2, p. 5621.) 
A particular class of multivariate stable distributions with a property similar 
to (2.3) will be constructed in this paper. 
THEOREM. Let X be an r-vector of independent stable random variables (s.r.v.‘s) 
with c.f.‘s exp(- 1 t lo?>, let Z be a positive s.r.v. independent of X, with a Laplace 
transform exp(- t@l”} (t > 0), and let C be a real Y x p matrix, p < r, rank(C) = p. 
Dejke Y = CW1~u; then Y: p x 1 is a vector of s.r.v.‘s with a log c.f. 
log&‘(t) = - [i j i ck,,tZ I=]“=, 
k=l I=1 
(2.4) 
where C = (c&.Xp and 0 < p < 01 < 2. 
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Proof. 
where 
x = (X&Xl 
(2.5) 
The limit of (2.5) as a! -+ /I from below gives 
so (2.4) is also a c.f. if LX = j?. 
Suppose Y(l),..., Y(m) are a set of mutually independent symmetric 
random vectors with c.f.‘s respectively 
stable 
(i = l,..., m) 
then Y = CT1 Y(3) has the log c.f. 
(2.6) 
Changing the origin from 0 to a, we can define a class of multivariate symmetric 
stable c.f. with a property similar to (2.3), and of order m (al), as 
Mt) = eMart - y(t)}, (2.7) 
where y(t) = Czl (XL=, I& c$, ia)aia, tT = (tI ,..., tD), --CO < tj < CO, 
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j= I,..., p,ar=(a, ,..., a,), ---CO <aj < co,j= I,..., p,andctj(j= I ,..., m; 
k = I )...) r; I = l)...) p) are real constants such that no two of the sets 
w, = (&; k = l,...) r; I = l)..., p; 
are proportional. Here p is called the characteristic exponent of the distribution, 
0 < /I < 2, and 01 and r are parameters such that /3 < 01 < 2, r > p. 
2.3. Special Cases of the c.f. Given by (2.7) 
(a) When 01 = 2. From (2.7) 
(say). 
That is, 
Qj(t) = il (g cfh)2 for j = I,..., m. 
Hence Qj(t) is a quadratic form in t’s and l?j(t) > 0 for j = l,..., m. 
. . Qj(t> = f d,‘&,t, , 
k,l 
= tQ2jt, 
where sZj = (w$&,~~ is a symmetric positive semidefinite (*: Qj(t) 2 0) matrix. 
Also, since no two of the sets Wj are proportional, no two of the matrices J2j are 
proportional and G = CL, Szj is a positive definite matrix. Therefore, when 
LX = 2, the log c.f. of order m given by (2.7) is reduced to the form 
log&(t) = iaTt - f  (tTQjt)"'9 0</3<2. P-8) 
j=l 
(b) When p = 2 (Normal distribution). Since /3 < ar < 2, p = 2 implies that 
a = 2. Therefore from (2.8), the log of the c.f. of Y is 
log&(t) = iaTt - tWt, 
where LJ = x:,“=, Gi is a symmetric positive definite matrix. 
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(c) When p = 1 (Cauchy distribution). The c.f. given 
Mf) = expWt - y(t)), 
where 
by (2.7) becomes 
Since for every vector b, the random variable bTY has a Cauchy distribution the 
above cf. satisfies the definition of a multivariate Cauchy distribution given by 
Ferguson [3]. That is, “A random vector X is said to have a multivariate Cauchy 
distribution if, and only if, for every real vector b, the random variable bTX 
has a Cauchy distribution. The distribution is said to be symmetric if the mass is 
distributed symmetrically with respect to some point in p-dimensional space.” 
(d) Bir&ate stabZe distributions with m = 1 and 01 = 2. Using formula (2.7), 
one can write the c.f. of this type in the form 
$Y,Y& , t2) = exp@(G + a2t2) - (4 + c2tz2 + ~3tlt2)6/2), 
where u r , ua, ca are real constants, c, , ca are positive constants, and 0 < /3 < 2. 
Suppose ca = 0 and cr = ca = cal@ > 0, then the c.f. becomes 
~JY,Y,(~ , t2) = q-Wltl + a2t2) - 4t12 + t22)E/2~. 
This is called the c.f. of the bivariate circular stable distribution. When /I = 1, 
this gives the c.f. of bivariate circular Cauchy distribution with joint probability 
density function (p.d.f.). (See Feller [2, p. 4971.) 
fyly2(y1 ’ y2) = 2,+2 + (yl _ ulf2 + (y2 _ %)2]3/2 ’ --co < y1 ’ y2 < O”* 
In fact the joint p.d.f. of the multivariate Cauchy distribution for the case 
c1 = 2 and m = 1 was obtained by Press [9, p. 4601 as 
fy(y) = K I !2, \-1’2[1 + (y - a)r-Q;l(y - a)]-(9+1)‘2, --00 < y1 , y2 < co, 
where K = r((p + 1)/2) &Pt-1)/2 and 52, is a symmetric positive definite 
matrix. 
2.4. Properties 
1. For every scalar 11, 
YW = I 24 IsAt) 
and for any real vector t, r(t) > 0. 
for all t 
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2. The marginal distributions are all symmetric stable with characteristic 
exponent p. 
3. Any linear combination of the components of Y given in (2.7) follows 
a univariate symmetric stable law with characteristic exponent /?. 
Conversely if all the linear combinations of the components of a random 
vector Y, follows a univariate symmetric stable law, then Y has a multivariate 
symmetric stable distribution. 
4. The c.f. given in (2.7) can be represented in the form given in (2.1). 
Proof. Consider 
= g [ @T&2 1 (say), 
where ~2)~ = (cg\ , c!$s ,..., cg’,), it is clear that g( .) is a positive function. 
:. At) = (t*V’% [+] * 
5. Let Y(l) and Yc2) be an independent p-variate symmetric stable vector with 
c.f.‘s respectively 
#+1)(t) = exp(iaunt - yI(t)), 
&w(t) = exp{iat2)*t - y2(t)), 
where a(l) and at2) are two real vector constants and 
B, = (b?;),,, and B, = (b:;),x,, 4 GP, 
rank(B,) = rank(B,) = q; 
then Y = B,Y’l) + B2Yt2) + A follows the stable law in (2.7), where A is 
q-vector constant. 
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6. The c.f. given in (2.7) is infinitely divisible. This is clear from the definition 
of an infinitely divisible c.f. 
7. All nondegenerate multivariate symmetric stable distributions corre- 
sponding to the c.f. given in (2.7) are absolutely continuous and have continuous 
differential densities. For the proof see Press [9, p. 452-J. 
3. BIVARIATE SYMMETRIC STABLE DISTRIBUTIONS 
3.1. D&it&m 
The log of the cf. of bivariate symmetric stable random variables (Yr , Ya) 
can be obtained from the multivariate symmetric stable c.f. defined in (2.7), 
as of the form 
logcbY,Y,(tl , h) = i(Gl + & - f 
[ 
f. I &t)lt, + dcf2t, Ia 
I 
,‘Y (3.1) 
j=l k=l 
where m > 1, r > 1, a, , a2 , cg{ (2 = 1,2; k = l,..., r; j = l,..., m) are real 
constants, -co < t, , t, < co and 0 < /I < 01 < 2. Then the c.f. of the marginal 
Y,(Z = 1,2)is 
I 4 I6 
i 
for E = 1,2. (3.2) 
3.2. Stochastic Independence 
Yr and Yz given in (3.1) are stochastically independent if and only if 
4Y,Y*k 9 tz) = 4Y#l) dYJh> for all t, , t, . (3.3) 
LEMMA. If x and y  are positive real numbers then 
(x + yy  < x” + y” if n<l 
= x” + yn if n=l 
> x” +y" if n>l. 
The proof is routine. 
THEOREM. Suppose (Yl , Yz) have a bivuriute symmetric stable distribution 
with log c.f. 
l%$Y~Y2(tl 9 h> = -f (% I tl Ia $- bj I t, Ic f Cj I tl + at, /or)6’m, (3.4) 
j=l 
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where aj , bj, and cj are nonnegative constants for j = I,..., m; m 3 1, 8 = +l, 
and 0 < fi < a: < 2, then necessary and sufficient conditions for the independence 
of Yl and Yz are 
(i) cj=Oandajbi=Ofor(j==I,...,m),providedm>2andar#/3; 
(ii) cj = Ofor (j = I,..., m) if~~ = B; 
(iii) cj=Ofor(j=l,...,m)andol=/3ifm=1. 
Proof. From (3.3) and (3.4), Yr and Ya are independent if and only if 
,z h I tl Ia + bj I fz 1’ + cj I tl + % Ia)B’a 
= il [(a$ + cj)ela 1 t, 1” + (bj + ci)Sia 1 t, Ie] for all t, , t, . (3.5) 
Su$icietrcy. Suppose 01 # 8; then the conditions cj = 0 and ajbj = 0 
(j = I,..., m) in the theorem imply (3.5). 
Also, when (II = /? and q = 0 ( j = I,..., m), (3.5) hold for all t, , t2 . 
This proves the sufficiency part of the theorem. 
Necessity. If Yr and Yz are independent (3.5) is true for all t, , t, . Taking 
tl = t, # 0, (3.5) reduces to 
i [aj + bj + cj / 1 + 6 l’]B’a = zl CC% + Cj)“’ + (bj + +)“‘“I, (3.6) 
and t, = -t, # 0, (3.5) reduces to 
9g [a, + bj + cj I 1 - 6 I~]@‘~ = gl [(aj + cPa + (h + c~)~‘=]. (3.7) 
From (3.6) and (3.7), 
gl [aj + bj f Ci I1 + 6 lar]8’m = Fl [a, + bj + G I 1 - 6 lTl”l. 
That is, xi”=, ui = 0, where 
uj = (aj + 6, + cj ) 1 + 6 lor)fl/& - (aj + bi + cj 1 1 - 6 la)e/o. 
Now if 6 = fl, uj > 0 forj = l,.,., m and if 6 = -1, uj < 0 forj = I,..., m. 
Therefore Cz, uj = 0 implies that uj = 0 for j = l,..., m. That is, 
(ai + bj + ci 1 1 + 6 la)bla = (aj + bj + cj I 1 - 6 /rr)@/ar for j = I,..., m. 
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Therefore, c, = 0 forj = I,..., m. Hence (3.6) reduces to 
Part (i). When m > 2 and (Y # /3. Since 0 < /3/m < 1, from the above 
lemma 
(Uj + bj)“” < (Uj)‘Ia + (b.j)5’“j 
and equality occurs only if a$$ = 0. From (3.8) it follows that U&Q = 0 for 
j = l,..., m. 
Part (ii). When OL = 8, (3.8) is true for any positive a5 and bj . Therefore the 
conditions required are cj = 0 (j = l,..., m). 
Part (iii). When m = 1, (3.8) becomes 
(a, + bp = (a,)+ + (lJl)B@. 
That is, either /3/a = 1 or a,b, = 0. Since YI and Ys have nonsingular distribu- 
tions a,b, # 0. Therefore, /? = 01. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3.3. Analogue of the Correlation Coeficient in the Bivariate Distribution Given 
in (3.4) 
From (3.4) 
1%4Y,.Y*(tl > t2) = -f [a, I t, Ia + b I t, I” + ci I t, + St2 P16’= (3.9) 
i=l 
and 
1%4Yl(h) = - [ 5 (Uj + 
j=l 
cp 3 1 t, 16, 
l%+Y,(tz) = - [5g (bj + cp] 1 t, 16. 
Let 
eitlYj - +y5(tj) 
u5 = %W5’ td = [l + 1 +yj(tj)j2]1/2 for j=l,2. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
Then Euj = 0 and Var ui = E ( uj I2 = 1 for j = 1,2. That is, u1 and u, are 
standardized functions of (Y, , tl) and (Y, , t2), respectively. Define p* = 
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lim iI,tL+O sup i E($u,)/ as the analogue of the correlation coefficient (see Griffiths 
[51) and p1 = sups,h I -W# as the first canonical correlation coefficient where 
g and h are standardized functions of YI and IT2 , respectively. u denotes the 
complex conjugate of U. Then p: < p1 and 
4Y,.Yz(-t1 Y  t2) - +Yl(tl)+Ya(tB) 
E(iwz) = (1 - (&(tJl”)““(l - ) &.,(,)]a)““’ 
Now from (3.9) to (3.12), as t, , 2, + 0, 
E(iE,u,) = exp i m 
1 j=l 
-C (~2~ ] t, ]a + b, / t, /a + q 1 t, - St, ja)ala 
1 
(3.12) 
-expI-ZXaj + c$‘~ I tl Is + (bj + Q)“~ I t, I”]} 
’ 1 [l - exp(-2 CFI(uj + c$~/~ ] tl ]a}]1/2 
+ Cj)6’a I t2 l”>l”” 
1 
( 
_N 
!  - (ai I t, l”l + bj I t.2 I= + cj I t, - at, p)y- 
[2 Cy&(Uj + cjp I t, pq”“[2 CyYl(bj + Cj)@‘@ 1 t, y]“” 
“2 
m (“j + cj)B’u 1x Is + (bj + cjTI ,(Gi X 1’ + bj + Cj 1 X - S Ia)‘lar 
, 
where x = t,/t, and D2 = [xi”4;, (aj + ~~)Bl”][~j”=~(b~ + q)Bl~].The mz&num of 
this expression over x is given when x = 6, so 
*- 4 -&p; -: ISI ==I, 
where 
Bj = (Uj + cpa + (bj + cjp - (Uj + bj)Bl”. 
Griffiths [5j shows that Yr and Y2 are independent if and only if pc = 0. Also, 
this can be proved independently using the above theorem. 
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